Activity 1
Reading

4th Grade Learning Board

**Theme Nearpod with
guided instruction
www.nearpod.com
Code: AMXES

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4

Activity 5

Theme PowerPoint in Teams

Make a poster about
theme. Your poster must
include:
• The definition of theme
• 3-4 examples of theme.
• A book/text that you have
read and the theme of
that text.
• Make it neat and colorful.

Go to Powertest and complete:
ALES Weekly Learning Board
Fiction 3

TV Time! Turn on the Captions
during one TV show today. Read
the captions and watch for 30
minutes.
*Send Mrs. Haines a message in
Teams using the chat feature, telling
her how you felt about this
assignment. Was it easy? Did you
like reading the captions?

*Read each passage carefully
and determine the best theme for
each. Remember, read all the
details carefully 

Writing

Prompt: Why do you think we
dream? Give your reasons
and added details in 5-8
sentences.

Prompt: What do you think makes
a good friend? Give at least 5-8
good reasons and identify a
good friend of your own. 5-8
sentences for this prompt 

Prompt: Write about
something you can do, that
most of your friends cannot
do. Like a special talent.
Complete in 5-8 sentences.

Watched a good show or
YouTube video? Write a
recommendation to your
classmates. Tell why you
recommend it and if there is
something you would
change. Complete in 5-8
sentence. Be sure to include the
name of the show or video.

Prompt: Imagine that you are stuck
inside a TV. What will you do? What
shows would you visit?
Complete in 5-8 sentences.

Math

**Nearpod with guided
instruction
Points, Lines, and Rays
www.nearpod.com
Code: YOMRC

Use items from around your house
to create examples of lines
(intersecting, parallel, and
perpendicular), rays, points, and
line segments. For example, you
could use noodles to show
parallel lines and a rock to show
a point. Add pictures to our
weekly Padlet so your classmates
can see.

IXL
W4 and W5

Points, Lines, and Rays Microsoft
Forms in Teams

Go outside and look at the front of
your house. Draw a picture of your
house. Try and label the lines,
points, and rays you see. Label at
least 5 total.

Science/
Social Studies

Weekly
Challenge

**VS 6 New Nation Nearpod
with guided instruction
www.nearpod.com
Code: JSDNQ

VS6 New Nation Race Through
History:
Microsoft Forms

Third Grade IXL
CC5 and CC7

Click Here for EL HELP

Create a picture that
represents the purpose of the
Declaration of Rights and VA
Statute for Religious Freedom.
Then write two sentences for
each (who wrote it and what
did it state).

**Log onto BrainPop from your
clever and search "Food
Chain". Watch the video and
then take the quiz. Think about
your own backyard. Draw a
picture of a food chain that is 5-6
animals/plants from your
backyard.

Pick an animal from your Food
Chain and complete the Home
Sweet Home Poster. You can print
the poster or look at it and then
create your own! Make it colorful,
neat and use complete sentences.
https://bit.ly/ALESHomeSweetHome

"Hats off" to our first responders and medical professionals! Take a picture wearing your favorite hat and post it on Twitter and/or Facebook using #AshlandSOAR!
Together We SOAR Higher!

